Admissions 101: Telling Your Story for College

Advantage Testing
of Westport

In this workshop, students will develop a deeper understanding of the college admissions process and
learn how to tell their unique stories in ways that compel admissions officers. Students will receive
expert advice about each phase of the admissions cycle, including strategic planning of academics
and extracurriculars, establishing strong relationships, building the college list, planning campus visits,
writing the personal statement and supplements, presenting experience through a CV or portfolio, and
developing interview skills. By the end of the week, students will have created a personalized plan for
their next steps toward gaining admission to the ideal school. Following the workshop, students will
have the opportunity to continue to work one-on-one with Tori to further craft their stories for college.

“Perhaps the City’s premier tutoring service.” –The New York Times
•
•
•
•

Each session is one week (Monday–Friday), 1.5 hours per day
Session 1: June 21–25
Session 2: June 28–July 2
Session 3: July 5–9
The course costs $1,000 per session
Each session is limited to 10 students

Tori brings over 15 years of individualized teaching experience to helping
her students find and express their voices. A magna cum laude graduate
of Harvard University, Tori earned a B.A. in History and Literature and
a Citation in French, and she has worked as a Harvard admissions
interviewer. She earned her M.A. in Secondary Education from Simmons
College and her M.F.A. in Dramatic Writing from New York University
Tisch School of the Arts, where she received a Tisch Scholarship and a
Teaching Fellowship. As a tutor, Tori has helped hundreds of NYC-area
students achieve success in rigorous academic courses, high-stakes
testing, and top program admissions.

Tori Keenan-Zelt, Instructor

Contact us for more information
+1.203.682.0090, westport@advantagetesting.com
w w w.advantagetesting.com

Session 4: July 12–16

